We present a method to create and erase spatially resolved doping profiles in graphenehexagonal boron nitride (hBN) heterostructures. The technique is based on photo-induced doping by a focused laser and does neither require masks nor photo resists. This makes our technique interesting for rapid prototyping of unconventional electronic device schemes, where the spatial resolution of the rewritable, long-term stable doping profiles is only limited by the
laser spot size (≈ 600 nm) and the accuracy of sample positioning. Our optical doping method offers a way to implement and to test different, complex doping patterns in one and the very same graphene device, which is not achievable with conventional gating techniques.
In recent years, the stacking of two-dimensional materials bound by van der Waals interaction has emerged as an interesting approach for designing and studying novel device concepts for electronic [1] [2] [3] [4] and optoelectronic applications. [5] [6] [7] In particular, material stacks built around graphene (Gr) promise interesting electronic properties [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and many possibilities for hosting high-quality devices. Different two-dimensional materials have been shown to be favorable substrates for graphene in such stacks. 13 Most prominently, hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) has been used in numerous studies to encapsulate graphene and enable high-quality graphene devices. 11, [14] [15] [16] [17] In order to enable functional electronic devices, local gates are usually used to implement p-n junctions or other doping profiles. Recently, an alternative way has been reported for changing the charge carrier doping in hBN-Gr stacks by optical illumination. 18 Notably this photo-induced doping in heterostructures of graphene and hBN 18 is significantly more efficient than for graphene on SiO 2 . 19, 20 Here we show that a focused laser can be used to create charge doping patterns, such as lateral p-n junctions, with high spatial precision and long lifetimes in Gr-hBN heterostructures. Importantly the presented laser-induced doping technique works completely without masks and photo-resists.
We show that the lateral resolution is essentially only limited by the laser spot size and accuracy of sample positioning. The process maintains the high electronic mobility of the graphene sample and offers distinct advantages over conventional gate electrodes, such as rewritability, the possibility of changing and controlling doping profiles in a single device, and a reduction of process steps. This makes our findings highly interesting for prototyping unconventional electronic device schemes based on graphene.
Our sample consists of a single-layer graphene sheet which is encapsulated by two multilayer hBN flakes. This material stack is obtained by a dry and resist-free transfer process, which has been shown to result in high-mobility graphene devices. 9, 10, 21 The resulting heterostructure is placed on a highly doped silicon substrate with a 285 nm thick SiO 2 layer (Figure 1a ). The sample is structured into a Hall bar using electron beam lithography and reactive ion etching. Finally, it is contacted via chrome/gold electrodes on the sides of the heterostructure. 9 The width of the Hall bar is 1.9 µm and the total length is 12.3 µm. For transport measurements, we use a four-probe geometry with a constant source-drain current of 50 nA (Figure 1b) . The longitudinal voltage V xx is probed at the two lower contacts. Our optical setup consists of a confocal laser system with a 100×
objective. For excitation, we use a laser with energy E L = 2.33 eV and an intensity between 2 and 4 mW. Reflected and scattered light is detected via a single mode optical fiber and a spectrometer with a 1200 lines/mm grating. The setup enables us to locally investigate the Raman signal of the sample at 4.2 K. A typical Raman spectrum obtained on the Hall bar is presented in Figure 1c are observed as well as a line at around 1365 cm −1 , which originates from E 2g phonons in the hBN layers. In particular, the small full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the graphene 2D line of around 17 cm −1 is an indication of the high crystal quality and local flatness of the encapsulated graphene sheet. 12, 22 A scanning force microscopy (SFM) image of the Hall bar is shown in Figure 1e . Comparison with a scanning Raman microscopy image (Figure 1f) , showing the intensity of the prominent Si Raman line at 520 cm −1 (see spectra in Figure 1d ), reveals the high spatial resolution of our optical setup. The silicon peak intensity is reduced when the substrate is covered by the hBN-Gr heterostructure (compare the red and black curves in Figure 1d ) and is completely suppressed in metal-coated areas (i.e. on the gold electrodes). Imaging the Si peak intensity allows us to precisely navigate across the device, which is needed for the subsequent experiments. By comparing line cuts of the SFM and scanning Raman microscopy images across the Hall bar (compare Figures 1g   and 1h ), we can further gain a quantitative measure for the laser spot size. Assuming a Gaussian laser profile and convoluting it with a step function, we adjust the width of the Gaussian so that the convoluted profile matches the Raman line cut (see Figure 1h ). This way, we estimate the standard deviation of the Gaussian to be around 250 nm (green curve in Figure 1h ), which corresponds to a FWHM of ∼ 590 nm. This value sets the size of our laser spot and limits the spatial resolution of The combination of an electrically contacted device with a confocal laser setup allows us to investigate the spatial control of the laser-induced doping profiles in Gr-hBN heterostructures.
Ju and coworkers 18 attributed the photo-induced doping effect in hBN-Gr structures to nitrogen vacancies and carbon defects in the hBN, which give rise to defect states deep in the band gap with energies of 2.8 eV (nitrogen vacancy) and 2.6 eV (carbon impurity). 23 They argue that with the help of photons, these states can be occupied by charge carriers injected from the gated graphene. 18 When the laser is turned on, charge carriers occupying defect states in the hBN layer are excited and, due to the applied gate voltage, move toward the graphene sheet, leaving behind oppositely charged states in the hBN layer. This process continues until the back gate is fully screened by the increasingly charged hBN layer (see also Figure 1a ). When turning the laser off again, this effect has effectively shifted the charge neutrality point (CNP) of the graphene sheet to the chosen value of the back gate voltage. Our laser energy of 2.33 eV in combination with the rather high laser intensity (2 to 4 mW) leads to high doping rates, such that only short illumination times are required to shift the CNP.
We expect that the strong photo-induced doping effect in hBN-Gr stacks on SiO 2 is closely related to the asymmetric gate oxide structure, i.e. the presence of the insulating SiO 2 layer underneath the hBN. The charges injected in the hBN likely diffuse to the bottom of the hBN layer in the direction of the electric field from the Si ++ back gate until they are stopped at the SiO 2 /hBN interface. However, further investigations on the physical mechanisms of the photo-induced doping effect require different sample geometries and spectroscopy analysis techniques, which are beyond the scope of this manuscript. In this work, we focus on the creation, the erasing, the rewriting, and most importantly the spatial resolution of laser-induced doping profiles in this material stack, which do not rely on the use of photo-resists or masks.
In Figure 2a we show that this effect can be employed to shift the CNP to arbitrary negative as well as positive back gate voltages. To set the CNP of the entire graphene Hall bar to a specific value, we apply the corresponding back gate voltage and scan over the full area depicted in Figure 1f with a total illumination time of 120 s. The typical back gate characteristic of graphene 24 is maintained in all cases. From each back gate characteristic, we extract the electron mobility µ e , the hole mobility µ h , and the charge carrier density fluctuation n * . The latter has been extracted by the method described in Reference 16 and is a good measure for the electronic disorder (i.e. electron-hole puddles) in bulk graphene. We find average values of µ e = 30, 000 cm 2 /(Vs), µ h = 40, 000 cm 2 /(Vs), and n * = 7 × 10 10 cm −2 (see Figure 2b) . Importantly, µ e , µ h , and n * remain mostly constant for each chosen CNP, which shows the non-destructive nature of this process (Figure 2b ). After turning the laser off, the back gate characteristic at 4.2 K remains unchanged for at least four days, which is the longest we have waited without manipulating the doping profile of the sample (see Figures 2c and d) .
After demonstrating that we can shift the CNP of the entire Hall bar, we next focus on defining spatially varying doping patterns within the graphene sheet. This aspect is highly interesting for potential applications as it enables the definition of re-writable, in-plane p-n and n-p-n junctions with any desired pattern, size, and orientation. To examine the spatial precision of our approach, we start by continuously moving the CNP in the sensitive four-probe area from -30 V to +30 V. In the beginning, the CNP of the entire sample is set to -30 V by scanning over the sample with our laser. Simultaneously, we record a Raman image of the prominent Si line. The integrated Si line intensity is displayed in Figure 3a . In the following, the laser is turned off and the back gate voltage is set to +30 V. Afterward, the laser is turned on for writing a single line across the Hall bar on the very right side of the four-probe area (see vertical line 1 in Figure 3a) . The total illumination time during the writing of the line was 7 s. After switching the laser off again, the back gate characteristic of the device is probed, resulting in the upper curve in Figure 3b . This procedure is repeated 20 times. In every iteration, the written line is intentionally shifted by ∼70 nm to the left (vertical arrow and "Path C" in Figure 3a) . The resistance curves obtained after each iteration are displayed in Figure 3b , with the lines offset for clarity. With each line, the CNP of a greater part of the sensitive area is set to +30 V, resulting in the appearance of a typical graphene p-n junction back gate characteristic 25 (middle part of Figure 3b ). Additionally, stray light from the laser leads to a continuous doping of the Hall bar and as a result the initial Dirac peak is gradually broadened and shifted toward positive voltages. This effect is especially strong after writing the first line, when the initial Dirac peak is not anymore at -30 V but is shifted to -23 V. Finally, after the entire four-probe area was covered with lines written by the laser, the initial, left Dirac peak has completely vanished and only the new CNP at +30 V can be seen in the back gate characteristic (line 21 in Figure 3b ). The steady and continuous shift from an entirely electron-doped four-probe area over a p-n junction to an entirely hole-doped area (see evolution from top to bottom panel in Figure 3c ) demonstrates the high spatial precision with which doping profiles can be made with this technique.
To cross-check the measurements, we employ a simple, purely diffusive charge transport model, in which we divide the area where V xx is probed (1.4 µm × 1.9 µm; compare white, dashed rect-angle in Figure 1b ) into individual squares with a size of 10 nm × 10 nm each. To each square we then assign a charge distribution
consisting of three contributions. The first contribution, n dop,i j , is the spatially varying doping profile due to the photo-induced doping effect. Each written laser line is modeled as a Gaussian with a standard deviation of 300 nm, which slightly differs from the experimentally determined value (250 nm, see Figure 1h ) to account for various experimental uncertainties as described below.
Additionally, we add a constant offset to incorporate the initial homogeneous photo-induced doping of the sample. We adjust this constant offset for each trace to account for the increasing stray light-induced doping of the sample. The second contribution, n gate (V BG ) = αV BG , accounts for the field-effect-induced charge carrier density during a back gate sweep, with α = 5.5×10 10 V −1 cm −2 being the capacitive coupling constant of the back gate as extracted from quantum Hall measurements (not shown). The final contribution, n * i j , represents the built-in charge density variations across the sample. In our model, we implement it by assigning a randomly generated number uniformly distributed between −n * /2 and n * /2 to each square. Finally, we compute the conductivity of every square by
where e is the elementary charge, n i j the charge carrier density of the square and σ 0 is a residual conductivity to account for the finite resistance of graphene at the charge neutrality point adjusted to 10 −4 S to reproduce the data. Furthermore, µ is the electron/hole mobility, depending on the sign of n i j , for which we use the average values of µ e = 30, 000 cm −2 /(Vs) and µ h = 40, 000 cm −2 /(Vs), as obtained from the six back gate traces in Figure 2a . By applying Ohm's law to each square and relating the currents and voltages of each square via Kirchhoff's laws, we calculate the total resistance of the graphene sheet from the applied bias voltage and the total outgoing current.
We end up with the simulated back gate characteristics shown in Figure 3d , which match the experimental results quite well. In Figure 3e the corresponding doping profiles of n dop,i j across the four-probe area for two exemplary back gate traces are visualized. The fact that our simple model is able to reproduce the most prominent features of our measurements clearly indicates that the photo-induced doping effect can indeed be effectively used to define spatially resolved doping patterns.
In Figure 4a , we show the maximum resistance value measured at around +30 V back gate voltage R + max (red trace) as well as the maximum value obtained for negative back gate voltage R − max (black trace) as highlighted in Figure 3b . Both peak resistances are plotted against L C , which is defined as the absolute value of the position of the last, exposed line along "Path C" prior to measuring the corresponding back gate trace. We observe that with increasing L C , R + max increases linearly, while R − max drops. In particular, the linear increase of R + max is in good agreement with simple, diffusive transport considerations, where R + max is completely dominated by the length of the sample area with a Dirac point at +30 V. This area increases linearly with L C , explaining the dependence of R + max ∝ L C . From a linear fit to the data (see green, dashed line in Figure 4a ) we extract a resistance change per length of ∆R + max /∆L C = 1.4 Ω/nm. In Figure 4b the ratio of both resistance peaks R + max /R − max is shown (blue points). The continuous increase can be understood from simple diffusive transport considerations. In this case, the ratio of the resistance peaks is
, where L 0 = 1.4 µm. This value highlights the very high sensitivity in resistance change as function of exposed area (i.e. length), which might be of interest for future applications. This expression describes the resistance ratio without any free parameters.
The corresponding curve is shown in Figure 4b Figure 5h) shows two peaks at -20 V and +30 V. Compared to line 1, the peak resistance is significantly lower and the right peak is less distinct, which can be attributed to the above mentioned experimental uncertainties. This is further supported by the calculation (see blue line in Figure 5h ), for which the width of the Gaussian profile had to be slightly increased (see Figure 5i ). However, from the measurements it is evident that an n-p-n junction can be accurately written with this technique on a length as low as 1.4 µm. Finally, we investigate a fourth interesting doping profile. Again, we first set the entire Hall bar to a CNP of -30 V. The resulting back gate characteristic with a single Dirac peak at -30 V can be seen in Figure 5k (black trace). Afterward, line 4 is written with the laser at +30 V. Since the laser line runs in parallel to the path along which V xx is probed, there is now a highly doped path from source to drain for every value of the back gate voltage, which is reflected in the measured back gate trace, shown in Figure 5k (red curve).
As expected, the resistance over the whole range of the back gate voltage is much lower than the resistance measured at the CNP in the homogeneously doped case (black trace). This is further supported by the calculated back gate trace (blue line in Figure 5k ) using the doping profile shown in Figure 5l . In all four cases, the qualitative match between the measured and simulated traces indicates that the written laser lines indeed produce the desired doping geometries.
In conclusion, we demonstrated that controllable, laser-induced doping in graphene-hBN heterostructures can be used to define long-term stable doping patterns such as p-n and n-p-n junctions with high spatial resolution and without the use of masks and photo-resists. The CNP of the device can be shifted to any desired value of the back gate voltage without reducing the charge carrier mobility. We focused on the spatial resolution of this technique and demonstrated the continuous evolution of an entirely n-doped graphene regime via a local p-n junction to a fully p-doped regime by step-by-step illumination of small areas of the graphene Hall bar with a green laser. Cross-checking the data with a simple, fully diffusive transport model further underlines that our technique is in principle only limited by the laser spot size (Gaussian standard deviation of 250 nm) and the ac-curacy of the piezo stage, making it comparable to conventional optical lithography techniques.
Consequently, we wrote and erased different doping pattern geometries in a single Hall bar device, creating e.g. a custom-made n-p-n junction. This optical approach to locally dope high-quality graphene devices has distinct advantages over conventional techniques that make use of local gate electrodes in terms of rewritability and a reduction of the amount of difficult and possibly invasive lithography, etching, and contacting steps. 9, 10 Additionally, doping patterns with numerous p-n junctions could be implemented and erased in a single device, opening unprecedented opportunities to study graphene-based electron optic devices, [26] [27] [28] Veselago lenses, 29 and Klein tunneling phenomena. 30 Moreover, other complex doping profiles which are difficult or impossible to realize with conventional gate electrodes, like isolated, localized doping spots and arrays, can be realized with this technique. Likely, the photo-induced doping effect can be extended to other van der Waals heterostructures based on hBN, opening a wide range of possible studies on the creation of lateral transition-metal-dichalcogenide-hBN transistors without local gate electrodes.
